Synergy then educated our company in the value of Lean and the proper execution of Kaizen and ERP optimization. As they facilitated each event, they were teaching our team leads how to sustain improvements and how to continue the program for years to come. Synergy made it clear, they were here to educate, not to direct and that if we were to be successful going forward, we would need to become the experts and take full ownership of the program.

Today, the Spectrum Associates Continuous Improvement Program endures and effectively delivers value to the company and its customers. Spectrum has developed an impeccable reputation in the industry for Superior Quality, the Shortest Lead Time with World Class On-Time Delivery.

Their unrivaled responsiveness to customer needs combined with their ability to control cost has positioned Spectrum as a company with a very bright future.

The program re-energized our employees and our management team and focused our company on growth and efficiency through operational excellence.”